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··Foul·ups hold up student aid
by Eddie Gorak
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Due to the fact that the Finance
and Accounting Department changed
to a new computer system for the fall
term, nearly 90 percent of the university's students awaiting financial aid
have had to do without the ·monies
since early September.
According to Linda Bonta,
associate controller for the finance
and accounting office at UCF, the
reason for the delay stems from two
causes. The first cause is a direct
result from the new system itself.
"Under a state mandate, the
unive~sity made a complete change to

a new system called the State
Auditing Management Accounting
System. A lot of the local computer
systems had to be completely changed and we delayed issuing any money
until the faults (in the new system)
were corrected," Bonta said.
One fault was the fact that ac- ·
counts receivable were double billing
many students, showing twice what
they owed in tuition. Jerry Hormuth,
an accountant for finance and accounting who had direct contact in trying
to cure these faults, refused to comment on the matter.
John J. Moody of the computer
science department was involved in
trying to correct some of the problems with the new system. He said

".This is a travesty
and the kids are
getting caught in
the middle of it."
·Rick Goodenough
director of financial aid
that the school had been expierencing
some difficult technical problems
with the system.
Bonta also said that another reason
why the majority of the federal financial aid funds were not distributed to
the students was because the govern-

ment's fiscal year doesn't start until
Oct. 1. As a result, the university
could not get the appropriate funds to
distribute to students.
However, Dr. LeVester Tubbs, vice
president of student affairs, feels that
this is not the case. Tubbs said that
even if the computers had not run into difficulties, the distribution of
financial aid funds may have still
been questionable.
Tubbs said: "As early as two weeks
into the semester, tbe financial aid office was ready to distribute funds to
the students. The fact that the
government's fiscal year doesn't start
until Oct. 1 has nothing to do with the

SEE ftlD, PAGE 4 -

Students divided
on housing solution
ing to make a compromise.
Student government is in
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
favor of adding 90 triples to
the dorms. IHC representatives said they would like to
Members of student see the institution of a lottery
government and Interhall to distribute rooms.
Council could not come to an
''I think it would be a lot
agreement Thursday when better if we had a united
they met to discuss proposals front," Darner said about the
for the planned increa~e of lack of compromise.
freshman in the dormitories
If the two groups cannot
next year.
come to an agreement about
The administration wants · the situation the administra..
to increase the percentage of tion "could formulate their
freshmen in the dorms next own (plan)," Gill said. But
fall. Such a move will mean both groups hope that the adby Debbie Dent

·604

Shortage of full·time students
·coUld cost UCF state dollars
by Wanda Schulman

If the uni-versity's FTE falls five percent
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
below the number the BOR sets, the university must give back money to the state for
every FTE student beyond five percent,
The university may loose $79,000 in
Bolte said.
February if the . number of full-time
For example, if UCF came up seven p_ercent
undergraduate students doesn't increase, aC'
below FTE requirements, the university
cording to Dr. Dan Colem~n, director in inwould only be penalized for a two percent
stitutional research.
shortage.
The numf>er ·of undergraduate full-time
If the university does have to give money
equivalent students (FTE) is determined by
back, the funds will come from reserves and
dividing the total number of credit hours of
salary savings accounts in the education and
all undergraduate students by 15. According
to Associate Vice President for Academic Afgeneral budget. The education and general
fairs John R. Bolte, if one student takes
budget is one of five main funds of the universeven credit hours and another takes eight
sity.
credit hours, together they equal one FTE
Salary savings is not used to pay regular
student.
faculty salaries. When a faculty position goes
Bolte said each year the state Board of · unfilled, the money that has been bugdeted to
Regents (BOR) sets the number of full time
pay the salary for that job goes into salary
equivalent students the university should
savings, according to J.ames G. Smith, direchave at the undergraduate and graduate
tor of the university budget office.
levels based on the past year's enrollment,
Smith said excesses in the salary savings
projected enrollment and input from the
SEE FTE, PAGE 4
university.

'~I

think it would be a lot better
if we had·a united front."
·Andrea Darner
student b~dy vice president
some current dorm residents
will lose their rooms as a
result. Student government
and IHC are trying to come
up with a plan that would
displace as few residents as
possible.
Student body President
John Gill, Vice President Andrea Darner, and Sen.
William Dietz represented
student government at the
meeting while IHC President
Andrea Leber and Secretary
Patty Cialone spoke for IHC.
Each group came with
copies. of their proposals hop-

·-·-."IOME
,_
:'COMING

---1---98~Ho-homecoming

Belizian summer

A pictorial essay. 4

Studying Mayan culture
with Chases. 5

Ack it's Zack

Super soccer

Stirl hip after 54
years. Inside

Knights master the
USF Cahllenge. 17

ministration would at least
use some of the ideas that
have been suggested.
Cialone said IHC is "willing
to take a look at the other proposal and maybe adapt to
some of their ideas."
Cialone also believes that
turning in two proposals may
not be a bad idea. "It might
be to our advantage,'' Cialone explained, because it will give
the administration more ideas
to chose from.
Gill said _of the IHC pro-

SEE DORMS, PAGE 4
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Where have

all
these
Casa
Park
~~ _ Villas•

· 61

UCF

_

~liisc;1\\'1ll;

$250

Home purchase includes full
membership in Tuscawilla
Country Club for 1 year.
Give Us A Call

. 365-7000

I know of no place in Central Florida where a
person has the opportunity to buy in a $ l 5G,OOO
area for only $56,500. This is truely an outstanding value. Casa Park Villas in Tuscawilla offers
the Country Club atmosphere that is convenient
to the University of Central Fforida, Martin
Marietta and Westinghouse.
A chance to advance the quality of your lifestyle.

Class of '81

Baseball and Football

•

•

•

"

FROM ,
THE
MID

$50's
$423

Per Month
.Based on $56,500 on select units only: owner oc~upied. Based on $2,900 down payment mortgage
amount. $53.600 ao year assumable A.R.M. tied to
one year. T-bill 2% annual cap on interest, not to
Pxn•ed 15.5% over life loan.

Opportunity of a lifetime.

Michael 0 'Shaughnessy

.
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GENUINE TILE ROOFS
17 FT REFRIGERATOR
DISH W.ASHER
WASHING MACHINE
CLOTHES DRYER
GARBAGE DISPOSAL
PATIOS & PRIVACY FENCING
SPRINKLER SYSTEM
CHOICE OF DECORATOR COLORS
INSULATED GLASS WINDOWS
2 CEILING FANS (INSTALLED)
MINI BLINDS
MARBLE TILE ENTRYWAY
GOURMET KITCHEN CABINETS
(MICA EUROPEAN STYLED)
WALL TO WALL.CARPET
CENTRAL HEATING
CENTRAL AIRCONDITIONING
CABLE T.V. WIRED
FULLY INSULATED
ONE YEAR WARRANTY
OUTSIDE STORAGE ROOMS
WOODEN BI-FOLD DOOR

UCF

•

•

features
listed
below
included

will go
to the
Athletic
Department
for each
home
purchas-e

grads
go_rie?

•

UCF
lpietun•d ahoy<• l<•ft. lo right) Pal Curci (wrPsLling <·oachl.
Lori Sirol<L Mil<'h Sirot.a (strength c·oa<·hl. Bill Hay
(fool lwll "7YJ. Mrs. Cun·i, S..·ou. Hv<•rson (foolha!H.
B1·l·k~· \\"hih• Milll•r, Pkk Mill<•r (lrairwrl. Wam•n PkkPI
thast•halll.
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State Rep. Larry Hawkins met with UCF
President Trevor Colbourn and members of
the College of Education during a Wednesday
luncheon meeting.
Hawkins is actively campaigning for state
commissioner of education post.
The legislator addressed issues raised by
the faculty members concerning the merit
pay plan for public school teachers, obtaining
financial and human support from private
business and the possibility of a Florida state
lottery. ·
Faculty members said the merit pay plan
failed to reward some deserving teachers and
is poorly managed by the state.
Hawkins said the a new system for
teacher's merit raises could be developed and
the base salaries of school teachers raised.
One of Hawkins's campaign platforms is to
obtain support from private business. He
said his plan would be to hire executives as
teachers for periods of one year. During that
year the state and private business would
together pi~k u~ the t~b for the executives

by Veronica Edwards

regualar salary, he
said.
If
elected,
Hawkins said "the
days Tallahassee
will dictate (education policy) from the
top down are over."
On the issue of the
Florida state lottery,

Dent

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Hawkins

Hawkins said he believed ''it will .Pass in
1986." If a lottery is put in place, state officials say some of the money generated by it
would go to fund education.
During a tour of the campus, Hawkins said
there has been a reform movement in education as a result of a "national outcry for more
accountabilty and quality".
Hawkins has been a state representative
since 1978. He serves on the committee of the
Legislature responsible for kindergarten
through 12th grade education. He is State
Chariman of Veterans Affairs. He began his
political career by lobbying on the behalf of
handicapped people.

The main event of the student senate meeting on Tuesday Oct. 22 was the election
of three senators and an alternate to the Activities and Service Fees Committee.
The senators to serve on the
committee are Sens. Linda
Heulsman. Jimmy Straehla,
and Vicki Westmark. Sen.
Greg Neff was voted to be the
alternate for the group.
According to student
government Vice President
Andrea Darner, the main goal
of the committee is to to interview clubs and organizations
that request money. The
group will begin meeting in
November and will continue
to meet as many times as
necessary until April when a
final budget for the next fiscal
year is worked out.
The total budget for the Ac-

mittee is over $1 million. But
half of that goes to salaries,
according to student body
President John Gill. AJ>proximately $600,000 will be
available to clubs and
organizations requesting
money, Gill said
The committee also consists of several other students
· including student body President John Gill and Vice President Darner, Comptroller Ray
Jackson, Pro Tern William
Dietz, OAF committee Chairman Dennis Lasley, and J.D.
Hatfield, a student selected
by Gill. ·
Hatfield had to pass an interview with Gill before taking the position. "He knew
what he was talking about,"
Gill said.
To receive moriey, clubs and
organizations must fill out an
application to state their
need, Gill said. He added that
some groups are turned down
because they will not be helping a large group of students.

Enthusiam keeps a good
thing going and can reVitalize
a dormant state. This
semester, the International
Student Association (ISA)
has been revitalized because
of student enthusiam for the
club.
Ivan Ernest, acting ISA
president, said many international students at UCF have
inquired about starting the
association again. Because of
student interest, said Ernest,

flavor of the world," Ernest
said.
The association hope~ to
bridge the gap between the
cultures ''by fostering a social
and cultural atmosphere for
the international students
and make them aware of this
(American) culture,''. Ernest
said.
He believes that many
American students take for ·
granted that international
students have different attitudes about certain places in
this country. Ernest said that
some words to Americans can
cause great confusion in the

"ISA is not the answer to the
world's problems. The club will
rise above petty clashes over
political or religious affiliations.
We ¥fill keep away from those
topics."
·Ivan Ernest
ISA president

..

by Debbie

Foreign ·students form
group· to.'bridge gap'
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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Student legisla.tors plan
activity
fee allocation
.
tivities and Service Fees com-

State legislator
talks education

ISA is back.
ISA has many goals, one of
which is to have cultural and
social interaction on campus
for international students.
The club also wants to expose
American students to "the

mind of someone who has
never heard the word before.
A simple word can separate
two cultures even though the
cultures sit side by side in the

0 FOR LEADERS
The Americans for
Democratic Action Education Fund is giving college
students .an opportunity to
spend 4-6 weeks in the nation's capitol.
The Allard K. Lowenstein
Fellowship Program is
designed to assist in the
educaiton of student leaders.
Applicants must be
registered, non-senior, college
students
and

demonstrate leadership
ability through community
service, social action projects or campus involvement.
For more information,
contact Bill Morton or Sara
Grider at (202) 638-6447.

SEE ISA, PAGE 4

0 BUCKS FOR SOFTWARE
A scholarship for up to
$5,000 for students enrolled
in a computer science or
computer technology pro-

Monster machine

Adam Chrzan/Central Florida 'Future

A worker for the physical plant cleans up the pond in front of the library recently in
·
preparation for Homecoming week.

County prepares for area growth
by Maryann L. Cross
• CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Construction has been slowing traffic along
Alafaya Trail as the Orange County Public
Utilities Department works on modifying
sewage lines, according to A.B. Van Sickle,
coordinator of the project.
Due to increased residential and industrial
development in the UCF area, the sewage
treatment plant located near Huckleberry is

gram is being offered by International Computer Programs, Inc.
To qualify for the 1986-87
awards, a full-time student
must be a sophomore or
junior with at least a "B"
average and show need for
financial assistance.
"The ICP Scholarship
Program represents for us a
truly meaningful contribution t<rthe future of the software industry,'' Larry

being converted into a pumping station.
Waste line connections from the treatment
plant are being modified to tie into the
University Park pump station. Upon completion of the project, sewage from the area will
be pumped to the easterly subregional
wastewater treatment vacility on south
Alafaya Trail.
The funds for this project came from
developers along Alafaya Trail who will be
using the wastewater treatment plant. The
project is expected to be completed by Nov.
15.

Welke, president of ICP,
said.
Finalists in the competition will be asked to write a
software-related essay
whicp will be judged by a
committee of data processing professionals: The winner will be announced in
. April 1986.
Contact the Computer
Science Department in CCII
205 for more information.

0 CPR CLASSES

Classes
in
cardiopulmonary resuscitation
will be offe~ed on Nov. 4-7
from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. Only
one of the four sessions being sponsered by Alpha Phi
Omega service fraternity is
neccessary for certification.
To learn how to save life,
sign up this week on the
Green from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

a
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Spring
schedule
.changes
The following changes In
the Spring 1986 Closs
ScheduJe are current as of
Oct. 25.

Cancelled
courses
1256
1885
1886
1930
5271

CDA 6107.01
CHS 6260.01
CHS 6260.11
CLP 5004.01
EEL 5546.01

New courses
Tim Barto/Central Florida Future

Homecoming fun
Here's just some of the action from last week's
homecoming activities.
From
left to rig ht,
Homecoming Queen and
Central Florida Future staff
writer Amy Lake with her
King, Mark Lewellyn; the
lead singer of The Bus Boys
from Friday night's concert;
and a few carefree surfers
from Friday's parade.

Tim Barto/Central Florida Future

OMECOMING

1)8$

AID
FROM PAGE 1
university receiving federal
monies. The finance and accounting office either filled
out the request form for the
money for student financial
aid incorrectly or perhaps not
at all, and as a result the
government denied the re. quest. The money never got
here.''
Sources in the student
financial aid office .confirm
that they were indeed ready
to release checks in early
September but could not
because finance and accounting did not have access to
the funds.
J oeseph Gomez, the university controller for finance and
accounting, has the responsibility of making sure that
the proper forms are sent out
to the government requesting
the amount--.0f financial aid
the university needs. Gomez
is on a three week leave of
absence and could not be

ISA

.

reached for comment.
In order to get by until
their financial aid arrives,
many students have taken
out short-term loans. Rick
Goodenol,lgh, director of
financial aid, said that
students have borrowed nearly $200,000 for the fall
semester in short-term loans
at one percent intrest, compared to only $ 75, 0000 in
short-term loans for the spring semester.
Goodenough attributes this
increase in short-term loans
to the fact that student financial aid has not been
distributed on time.
"This is a travesty and the
kids are getting caught in the
middle of it," Goodenough
said.
As of now, over 75 percent
of the students waiting to
receive funds from student
financial aid have received
them. John Philip Goree, vice
president of business affairs
said that it will take another
year and a half before the new
computer system will run
smoothly.

Adam Chrzan/Central Florida Future

FTE
FROM PAGE 1

ahead in the long run, said
Smith.
Last year the university
had to give up nearly
$600,000 in state money
because the Brevard campus'
FTE reqirements were set at
high levels that were not
reached, Smith said.

classroom. Ernest wants the
barriers. down, and through
ISA, he hopes to shed light on
the vast differences in attitudes, languages, customs,
dances and other· differences
which keep the cultures
. separated.
When Ernest arrived in
America, he was told that his
car needed "gas." He had no
idea what the word meant, for
in his native land of India, he

"ISA is not the answer to
the world's problems. The
club will rise above petty
clashes over political or
religious affiliations. We will
keep away from those
topics," Ernest said.

CHM 4912.0~
CHM 4912.02
CHM 4912.03
CHS 6918.01
CHS 69fs.02
CHS 6918.03

RTV 3501.03

ECO 3411.13
ECO 3411.71
EDA 7980.01
EDA 7980.02
EDA 7980.03
EDA 7980.05
EDA 7980.10
5442 EEL 5517.0l
5443 EEL 5937.01
6223 NUU 4300.VOl
6224 NUU 4300.V81
9330 RET 4933.01

~AMERICAN
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Learn to Skydive
at Sunny Z-Hills

•

* Accelerated Free Fall

•

Instruction
Static Line Program
Tandem Jumping

*

* Best Facilities in Florida

All Skydives are made on Square Parachutes.
Worlds Best Known Parachute Center
Parachute Sales on the field
For More Info:
- --- Call or Write for our Brochure

U.S. Peace Corps.

The toughest job you'll ever love.
l"b.:.
cl ................................. .

.

•

"If the organization func-

tions as we would have it to,"
Ernest said, "ISA will be the
most diversified and best
organization on campus
because every person involved will get something out of
it," whether foreign or
American Ernest said.

CDA 6108.01

DORMS
account can be put in other
accounts that are used to pay
FROM PAGE 1
for things such as supplies or
equipment. The Salary savings cannot, however, be
posal, "They have some good
reallocated to give facutly an
things.''
Bolte said the university
increase in pay.
"I hope they have a soluFaculty salaries are set by currently has enough
contract for the year and can- students to meet its FTE re- tion to the problem,"· Christi
quirement. The problem is a Hartzler, assistant director of
not be changed, Bolte said.
When a university has to large number of UCF housing, said. She said the
give funds back to the Board students are carrying less final decision is up to Housing Director Christopher Mc-of Regents, the money is pool- than a full-time load.
ed with other universities
Cray, Dean of students C. W.
Bolte's solutions are to Brown, and Vice President of
which had to give money
back. The pool is then schedule . classes at times .Student Affairs Dr. LeVester .
redistributed thoughout the when most students can at- Tubbs.
state university system. Due tend and matching the size of
to this redistribution, UCF the class to the actual size of
might come out slightly the classroom.
CANCER SOCJE1Y®
~

called gasoline ''petrol.''

FROM PAGE 3

9311
9324
9321
9344
9345
9346
9347
2171
3366
9348
9332
9333
9334
9335
9336

Zephyrhifls Parachute Center, P.O. Box 1701, Zephyrhills, Florida 34283. Phone (813)788-5591

•

•
•

•
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Picking .up the pieces
of a lost Mayan empire
A UCF student's reaction to working in the field
by Chriss Earnest
SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE

Earnest is an anthropology student who
spent two and a half months working _with
Arlen and Diane Chase at the Santa Rita site
in Belize.

Adam Chrzan/central Florida Future

The Drs. Chase with one of the vessels from Belize.

Adam Chrzan/Central Florida Future

We lived on the outskirts of Corazal, a
small ocean-side town with a mixed
Spanish/Creole population of around 6000.
Our home, which doubled as our lab, was a
three bedroom, one bath affair with running
water and flush toilet. Quite a luxury in
Belize. Our water supply was rainwater collected from the roof and drained into a well.
Several times during the season our well went
dry.
We had three meals a day which were
usually fairly basic. In the morning we had
peanut butter and jelly sandwiches, for lunch
meat pies or sandwiches, and for dinner
chicken, beef or pork usually accompanied by
by mashed potatoes and coleslaw. However,
80 percent of the time chicken, in some form,
was the mainstay of our diet.
Sunday was our day of rest. On this day we
either worked on our tans, went swimming,
or caught the. bus into Chetumal, Mexico.
Mostly, we just recovered from the previous
week. ·
Work began at 6:30 a.m. By 7:00, we were
met in the field -by our workers from
neighboring Xaibe. Each project member was
assigned workers who generally stayed with
him throughout the season. These workmen
had little formal education but were fluent in
both Spanish and English. Many of our
workers also spoke Yucatec Mayan, certain
choice phrases of which they taught me. (I
now face the awesome possibility of being
slapped by women in both English and
Mayan.)
Excavation is a slow tedious affair which at
times can be exciting and at other times dull.
After topsoil is removed from the mound, a
rubble layer is usually encountered. This
layer is drawn on a 1:20 scale. The position of
every rock is recorded, and then checked by a
staff assistant. One misplaced stone could
mean the re-drawing of the entire excavation.
That's a lot of work, since the drawings
sometimes cover an .area nine meters by one
and a half meters.
Burials were always my favorite assigment. You never knew what you could find.
Sometimes it would be a mass burial with
four or five individuals. Other times it could
be an· "elite" grave containing valuable artifacts made of jade. As in all .special

- Theresa Altomare and Jeff Glick/Central Florida
Future

deposits, each burial ·would have to be drawn
and then removed one bone at a 'time.
Many times we found artifacts which had
been placed under steps or within walls for
ritualistic purposes. These deposits were
usually things like ceramic pots, censer
pieces, and small figurines. These deposits
were the most interesting of all finds because
they told us the most about the Mayan
culture.
There are m~ny things that make working ·
in an archeological project worthwhile. Each
member can usually find something which he
enjoys such as mapping, lab work or excavation.
Archeological field work is not for
everybody, however. It takes someone who is
dedicated and has a sincere interest in the
project. As in all work, y·ou get out of it exactly what you put into it.
Archeology is a field which offers many
-such opportunities. If you have an interest,
consider fieldwork in Belize. It's -an experience you will never forget.

Anthropologists rebuild the past by piecing together ancient artifacts from Belize
by Krys Fluker
DISCOVERIES EDITOR

Arlen and Diane Chase's lab is filled with dozens· of boxes, each packed
with artifacts from the ancient
Mayan sites the couple has been excavating in Belize, a tiny country in
·
South America.
The artifacts are from two different
areas. Santa ;Rita, which is on the
toast of Belize near the small town of
Corazal, was the first site the Chase
team worked on. It differs from the
other site, Caracol, in that it is an urban area that has been inhabited
more-or-less constantly, and the artifacts are from a greater time span.
Last summer was the last season the
Chases spent at the Santa Rita site.
When they return in January, they

will be ~oncentrating on the structures at Caracol.
In the meantime, the Chases are
teaching and working in the archeology lab. With the help of interested students, they are ''consolidating" -piecing together-the
·artifacts they brought back from
Belize. The process is painstaking-most of the boxes from last summer haven't been unpacked yet. Included in the artifacts are bones, pots,
ceremonial objects and masks.
Consolidating the items is much
like assembling a jigsaw puzzle.
When the pieces are put together, the
items are drawn, measured and
described so that they can be
disassembled and returned to Belize.
"People who specialize in ceramics
can look at what color or what rim
and tell you what it is, years from
now," says Chriss Earnest, a student

"I'm not a very patient
person, but this i-s
teaching me -to be patient. Archeology· does
that to you."
Chriss Earnest
who accompanied the Chases to Santa Rita and now works in the lab.
''The pot will be back in Belize, but
they can look at the description and
drawings and tell."
"They have enough boxes there to
keep them busy for years,'' says Terri
Milewski, another student assistant.
''Every thing that comes in has to be ·
recorded.'' -

Milewski says that the students
have a lot of fun in the lab. ''We use
real modern day technology," she
says. ''Toothbrushes, dental picks,
. pen and ink ... "
"I'm not a very patient person, but
· this is teaching me to be patient,"
Earnest says. "Archeology does that
to you.''
The students say they find that lab
work is a rewarding experience. ''It
gets you thinking about how people
lived, how they used the stuff we find;why they made it ... how we can learn,"
Milewski says.
The majority of the most spectacular pieces have already been
returned to "the Belizian department
of archeology. Eventually, all the artifacts will go back to Belize. Some of
them will be returned to Orlando· in
January for a show at the Loch
Haven Art Center.
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Dorm students must niake
sacrifices for university · ·
Students at UCF are selfish. That's because they will have to tighten
a simple fact and not such a bad thing their belts.
for the most part. After all, higher
Why should they have to tighten
education is pretty competitive their belts and have to suffer for
business. But when students' students who are not even here? Why
selfishness becomes detrimental to not?, The 14,000 odd students who
the quality of the university, then pay outrageous rent or commute
something has to change. Such is the outrageous distances have had to suf·
case with the current housing situa- fer and benefitted a whole lot less
from the experience. But why turn
tion.
Disgruntled dorm students have a students away from UCF when such a
good reason to be upset. They are be- simple solution as putting incoming
ing forced out of low-cost housing in· , freshmen at the top of the list for
to an area where the rent averages housing can improve the quality of
about $400 per month. But they will this university so much.
As selfish and simple-minded as
find very little sympathy from their
fellow students who, after being turn- students at this university can be,
ed away from housing when they were students call for the administration
freshmen, were forced into the same to build more dorms. That sounds
situation many dorm students face simple enough. But that is a solution
that .will take at least three or four
now.
As administration officials have years. The housing problem is
pointed out, however, prospective . something that needs to be solved
students very often will decide not to now. Every good student this univergo to UCF because they cannot find sity turns away takes a little more of
housing on campus. This is especially the quality away from students'
true of those students who live more diplomas.
than a few hundred miles away.
·
No one likes to take on any kind of
Rather than realize that the univer- burden which makes getting a degree
sity has an overwhelmingly impor- _more difficult than it is, but every
tant point; that UCF is losing many student must bear the weight if this
valuable students because of the pro- university is to become all than it can
blem; dorm residents are up in ar~s be.
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Place a bet on who's next; ho·hum homecoming
Who's next: Okay folks, its time to place your
bets. Who will be the next UCF administrator to
throw in the briefcase? As we proved last week, one
part of a machine (that includes organizations)
tends to take others with it when it breaks (maybe
not a good word, but its cute anyway).
By the way, I say that theory is proven because
an engineering student told me it was true. I'll
believe anything.
To enter the pool, just send in your two picks of
who will go next. Number them one and two, as in
who will go first. There's no money involved (this
ain't Vegas) but I'll use the answers to form an informal sort of survey.
I'm sure you know the address, but here it is
again: Who's Next?, c/o The Central Florida Future
(aren't italics neat?), P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, FL
32816. If you're too cheap to buy a stamp, just

scored we could play a tape of Tippy' s obnoxious
laugh. Or, we could have a Vulture for a mascot.
We could call him Vincent and ... nah!

walk it by the editorial office.
That poor turtle: What happened to the big turtle
that was living in a kiddie pool by the biology
building loading dock?
Someone told me it was a loggerhead. Wouldn't
that make neat mascot? We could build a little
pool in Orlando Stadium and let him swim there. It
certainly couldn't be worse than living in a kiddie
pool while college students poke at you.
We could call him 'Tippy', just like on "Saturday
Night Live" and every time the Loggerheads

a

Homecoming parade: Why do we have a
homecoming parade? Three quarters of the route is •
completely empty of people. You can even hear
your voice echo in some areas. In fact, the part of
the route that is inhabited is no longer than a football field, if that. I don't know, some things just ,.
don't make sense. 1
I guess it's a little late to complain about it, but
we can always pfan for next year. What about some
sort of extravaganza in.stead? The fraternities,
sororities and clubs could all set up booths in a car·
nival type fashion and actually raise some bucks instead of just spending money on floats.

~

U.S. must identify potential Third World hot spots ·
Avoiding another Vietnam and yet
trying to help a noo-communist nation defeat a communist insurgency-or to help anti-communists where
communists have already won
power-is enormously difficult. The
best and surest way to prevent
another Vietnam is to act before the
fighting breaks out.
When all is quiet in the Third
World, it does not mean that all is
well. We need an early-warning
system for finding potential Third
World hot spots. Once we identify
them we must offer an active,
workable alternative to the status
quo at one extreme _ and to communism on the other. We need to
practice preventi tive political
medicine before the patient is infected
with an incurable revolutionary virus.
This is a battle we can wage on our
turf-where we are the strongest and

the communists are the weakest.
Ironically, in the long run the communists lose when they win in the
Third World because Soviet socialism
does not work. The communists have
gained power in 18 countries since the
end of World War IL In not one did
they gain a majority vote the vote in
a free, democratic election. In not one
of them do they dare hold one.
.
Immediately after World War II
the communist idea had appeal in the
Third World pre .·
be9U1~e the
people did not ~now wlt_at -~~would
produce. Now they know. ~ Com1

munism no longer has appeal to the
masses. It promises peace and produces war. It promises liberation and
pr·o.duces tyranny. It promises justice .
and produces gulags. It pn>mises progress and produceP. poverty.
But while communism no longer
has appeal to the masses, it has
powerful appeal to leaders. It offers a
means to gai:r:i power and retain it.
The communists will continue to try
to expand their empire, but they can
succeed only because of the power of
their arms and not the power of their
ideas.
The major geopolitical development since the end of World War II
has been that the communists have
lo~t· ~ t.he ideological battle in the
world. But the fact that they have
~ t;tti - ¥tli 'tioes not mean the
~West has won i ~ The three and a half
bi).lion people who l_ive in the Third

World have an average p~r capita in· •
come of $600, compared with $10,000
in the United States. Their societies
are divided between the very rich and
the very poor.
The people of these countries want
change. The only question is whether
change will come by peaceful means •
or by violence, whether it destroys or
builds,
whether it leaves
totalitarianism or freedom in its
wake. It is no answer for people who : •
want change to offer the status quo.
If there is no hope for peaceful
change. violent change is inevitable.
But the people of the United States
must realize that the Third World is a
dangerous political scene at all times
and must be willing to take steps at
keeping communism from moving in.
Reprinted by permission of News •
America Syndicate.
·
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Prices Include:
Washer, D,Ye·r,
· Refridgerator
Dishwasher.

.
•

•

•

· Come and. experience the woodsy charm .
•

•

Sales and Model Center Loco.f ed One Mile North on
Alfaya Trail From Highway 50 then left on Lokanotsa Trc;iil .
OPEN 7 DAYS I BROKERS WELCOME
- ·

•

within walking distance from UC-F
-.

Affordable prices start in the low 50's
·· 2 & 3 Bedrooms
CALL 275-9100
.

.

SOCCER

•

Vs Rollins

•

at Bishop

Moor~

High School

·. · · . . IQNIGHT

7:00 p.m.

<

~·

:J .. ·

Pl KAPPA ALPHA
Thanks TRI DELTS tor joining us in
the constructing of a truly.outstanding float. Congrats to PIKE I and II
on winning the fraternity championships in their respective football leagues. Also to the PIKE
vollyball team on their 1st place title
·
TAU KAPPA EPSILON
Tke's love their little sisters. Brothers
and pledges, don't forget 3 fires Fri
and little sister sweetheart dance
Sot night. Meeting Sun 7:30
Pl BETA PHI
Than~s Air force ROTC for bei.ng a
great Homecoming partner!! Pi
PHI'S will soon be Gatlinburg
bound-break out the sweaters
and mittens!!
ALPHA PHI ALPHA
Masquerade Ball will be held in
the SCA on Oct 31 at 9 pm. Also,
young ladies interested in entering Ms Black and Gold Pageant
please contact Darryl Harris at
275-0370 .
ASSOCIATION FOR COMPUTING
MACHINERY
ACM tours of comput0r facilities
wek of Oct 28th, sign up on bull.
board, across from terminal room.
PREPROFESSIONAL MEDICAL
SOCIETY
Thank you to all who made the
organ drive such a success! Next
week Jimmy Farrell will speak on
self-actualization.
KAPPA DELTA
Kappa Delta thanks the Lambda
Chi's for a great Homecoming.
Special thanks to Adria Alfon so for
being our homecom'ina chairmah.

The Tri Delts are proud of UCF's
new Homecoming queen---Amy
Lake!! Congratulations Amy and
Mark.

Adoption option; Happily married
couple actively seeking to adopt ·
white infant. Answer our prayers,
we'll provid~ loving secure home,
Expenses paid. Legal and confident i a I Call collect(305)
725-4376
Anyone and Everyone
1tell you the truth, he that believes
in me has everlasting lite
Jesus Christ

Non-smoking, neet;--pfo-female·
seeks same to shar~ 2/2 condo at
the Club on Chickasaw tr. Ten
minutes to UCF. Washer and dryer,
pool, avail Nov l. $250 plus l /2 util.
Call Melanie at 423-0684, Mon-Fri,
9-5
looking for female to share 4/2
patio wet bar and pool
250.00/month plus utilities
6~ 7-8119 Denise
Furn condo, matur person to share
with prof male. Pvt rm/bth. 5 mi
UCF. 210 1/2 elc, dep and lease.
Avail Nov. 1 645-5706
Furnished rm wl/2 bath and all
util.s only $225.00 mon. S30 dep
and ref .s. Tuskawilla Rd. - 1O mins
UCF 671-6355

l bedroom l bath home for rent
off Golden Rod 5450 plus security
Call 876-2018 Ask for Doug

UCF Martin area, townhouse lg,2
and 3 brm-children and students
welcome-pool and jacqzzi. PH
281-6393
Roomate needed 5200 a month
plus 1/2 utilities plus 3 bedroom 3
bsth house 3 miles from UCF nice
section big yard 5100 security
deposit available immediately
282-5681 evenings.
UCF area - new duplex 2 bedroom
2 bath, washer/dryer, dishwasher,
air, trees, 3/4 mi from UCF
5460/mo Call 295-6 717
Furnished room-Laundry, Kitchen,
family room priveledges. 5185.00
monthly Call 678-7313

1980 Dodge Omni 4 sp Am-Fm
radio tan and brown $2700 call
365-2304
Toyota Corolla, 1981 excellent
condition - call 834-0768 for more
information (leave messaoe)
1983 Renault Alliance 18i, 4 dr., excel. cond., AC, Am-Fm stereo, tilt
steer, cord. interior, low mileage,
4700 or best offer. Eves, and
weekends. 65 7-2153, days
420-5586
S.E. Orlando 2/2 house w/ solar
water, energy saving/complete.
Cal! Andy 291-1671
1974 AMC Matador 4-door PS, PB,
AT new tires excellent condition.
S700 obo call Carl c/o Doug at
677-5653
'

Non-smoker needed to share new
home 5 mi from UCF°pvt bed/bath
S300 mo utilities inc. call Beverly
646-5097 or 646-4582(days)

Chevy Chevette 1979 automatic
·air am fm stereo cassette runs excellent 1695 or best offer Call
x2458 or 282-5684

Chevy Monza '79 5-speed
8 7000miles 600.00 obo
282-7450
HP-4lcx handheld computer w/
card reader, circ. anal., math and
ext. memory pacs, charger and
manuals $350 678-0803
I

Is it true you can buy Jeeps for $44
through the U.S. government? Get
the
facts
today!
Call
1-312-742-1142 ext. 689.
GOVERNMENT HOMES from Sl (U
repair). Also delinquent tax property. call 805-68?-6000 ext
GH-4628 for information.

GOVERNMENT JOBS. Sl 5,000 $50,000 / yr. possible. All occupations. Call 805-687-6000
ext. 4628 for information.
Earn Money on your own time--15
percent selling the famous Claddagh sterling silver and/or gold
friendship rings imported from
lreland--sell when and where you
want- contact Claddagh--6605
Mid Place, Temple Terrace, Fl
3-3617, (813) 985-1100
Federal, state, and civil service
jobs now available in your area!or
more information call(602)
837-3401 dept 1197
Gymnastics coach part time must
be experienced and enthusiastic
Call Tumblebees 862-233 7
Earn hundreds weekly being a
remail agent! Information, send
self addressed envelope to
Ladipo 410 Dewey St. apt 11 Oc,
Tallahasse, Fl.
Sales people wanted-no experience required to sell a nationally distribute,d product _with
repeat sales. We train/parttime
earnings from $300-5600 is
realistic. Join our team 236-4377 .

Typing and secretarial services in
my home - reasonable rates pick
up and delivery Call Ruth
Richards.
Your neighborhood typing service
reports, term papers, letters,
resumes designed. Wqrk done on
IBM word proc. equip ~onvenient
ly located 011 Alafaya Tr. Call
282-5838
PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICES
IBM equipment fast, accurate.
One mile from UCF. All work
guaranteed term papers and
resumes, etc. open 7 days 9-9 Call
658-0306
TYPING
ACCURATE
FAST
REASONABLE Call 657-9015 or
657-9073
PROFESSIONAL TYPING
Fast-accurate-dependablereasonable rates. In my home. No
project too large or tgo small. If
machine answers - leave
message----331-1949
Typing in my Orange county home
10 yrs experience Sherry
656-5455 We're your type! Our typing is professional, accurate, and the price
is right. 10% stw~ .-11t discount, free
report ,.. .., .er, pick-up and
delivery. Creative . Communications,
339-6613

510-5360 weekly/up mailing circulars! NO quotas! Sincerely interested rush self addresed
evelope: Success, PO Box 47oceg
Woodstock, IL 60098.
'
Part time/full time sales. Eas¥ 5
Kevin 657-7447 After 3 pm

Qualified typing services
Call 677-8352

Carpool: melb -Palm Bay; on campus MWF l 0:00-4:50 Call Pam
727-2998
.
Ensure perfection of your written
work-copyediting, proofreading,
criticism, typing. 834-1388
ABORTION SERVICES-FREE NITROUS
Free pregnancy test, low cost birth
control. Morning After Treatment.
Confidential, private. Woman
owned-a special approach to
health care.
BIRTH CONTROL CENTER
1240 Hillcrest, 1 blk. south of Colonial off Mills. 422-0606 or toll
free 1-800-432-8517.
$5 off with this ad
Crisis PregAancy Center'
Free pregnancy test. Confidential,
individual counseling. In W.P. 1405
W. Fairbanks; one block west of
17-92. Mon.-Sat. Call 647-1477. We
can help you.

EXPERT TYPING. 26 yrs. exp. Full
time. Term papers, theses, reports, · ABORTION SERVICES, birth control
information, pregnancy tests and
resumes, etc. correction of spellcounceling. VD screening, low
ing, grammar, punc., and editing
cost confidential services.
Included. Reasonable. Call Bea,
·' 'Central Florida Women's
678-1386.
Health Organization
, 700 w. Colenial Drive, Orlando
•898-0921
Total secretarial services. Term·
papers~ resumes, reports, etc.
Nothing to big or too small. Fast
accurate service at affo~dable
tees. 657-0705.
WORDMASTERS
"The overnight cure for the
term paper blues."
THE BEST OF RA US·
Quality Work

FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
BIRTH CONTROL

FREE TITLE PAGE
and .~P9.l?T COVER.

,::;1£poc

678·7037.
Rm and brd xchange for childcare
15 min from campus for details
365-4625

Word Processing
Add a professional touch to your
reports, resumes, letters, etc. Gene
Rally, Sl.50 per pg.Letter Perfect
695-0004

word Processlngand Editing. Prof ession al writer and former ,
English/Business
teacher.
Reasonable rates . Call Jan
855-4071.
Typing QUALITY; term papers,·
Thesis Doct., Medical, Legal,
Resu~es, Ltrs. Notary Service.
Good rates, UCF Empl. 1 Mi. from
campus. Marti 365-6874.
typing and secretarial services in
my home- reasonable rates ick up ·
ond delivery call Ruth Richards
894-7169
Typing-accurate, fast and very
reasonable. 657-9073 or
657-9015. Leave message

{C)@/iuic
Individual Confidential Counseling
Gynecologists
Speaker Service

2233 LEE RD. WINTER PARK

628-0405
TOLL FREE 800-432-5249
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TAKE A 20 MINUTE srunY BRE.A.K I 5 SESSIONS
Tan the WOLFF
SYSTEM 'vay!
.
I1 FOR ONLY

~TANNING SALON~

Distributors of Wolff Sun Systems
•
•
•
•

Keep a Dark, Rich Tan All Year
Clean, Safe, No Buq:ring
Private Rooms and Music
UL Approved

Where The Sun Always Shines!

I
I
I
I
I
I

$24.95

10% DISCOUNT
WITH UCF l.D.

I

OFFER EXP. 11-27-85

TOWER PLACE

'

FREE TANNING

'

10376 E. Colonial, Suite ll3

I

SESSION

1·

East of E W. Expwy. & W. OF ALAFAYA

~-------------------~

II (With Th is Coupon) II
MON.-FRI.: 9A.M.-9P.M.
I (New Customers Only) I
SAT.: 9A.M.-S P.M.
I
OFFER EXP. 11-27-85
1
CLOSED SUNDA y
Complete line of-Lea Haller Makeup
1
.........................................................................................................................................---------------------·
282-6042
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Knights capture us·Fchallenge
by Kathy Johnson
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

..

Capturing the University of
Sou th Florida soccer
Challenge, the UCF men's
soccer team defeated two
. teams this past weekend in
Tampa. the Knights soundly
defeated the University of
Wisconsin-Milwaukee 4-1 and
the University of West
Virginia 4-0.
Although the Knights did
not score first in the game,
the one point deficit seemed
to lift UCF toward a driving
determination which helped
them to reach above UMW.
Not only did the Knights
defeat UWM but Senior Todd
Goodman tied the · school
record for most assists in a
single game with 3 and received tournament MVP.
Goodman's first assist
came 19:47 minutes into the
game. Robert Heileman won
the ball in the midfield and used Goodman for the wall pass.
Goodman served it back to
Heileman who then successfully headed it into th~
goal.UCF continued
their

points this -s·eason, scored two
goals during the second
period. Goodman took the
corner kick _which set up the ..
third goal for UCF. Lamb was
standing in the box amongst
six opposing players when
, Goodman stratigically placed
the ball near Lamb. Lamb.
leaped into the air and headed
the ball down at the goalies
feet, a difficult place for the
goalie to stop.
With about four minutes to
play in regular game time,
UCF once again scored to
give them a secure lead of 4-1.
Goodman crossed to Paul Innerity, but one of their
defenders managed to head
the ball out of the goal area.
Lamb jumped in to take advantage of this misplayed ball
and fired a shot from around
Photo/Don Johnson 15 yards out.
Another major factor in the
Greg White drives the ball down field for the Knights in the recent University of South Florida
game
was UCF's intense
challenge. The Knights went undefeated and won the tournament.
defense. The defenders
dominance over UWM loose ball. Tassone then beat dia was really a big factor in managed to hold UWM 11
throughout the rest of the their defender to the ball and the game," Rudy said, "They _ shots on goal. the Knight's
(UWM) really had some good midfield displayed constant
game. Scott Tassone scored lifted UCF 2-0 with his goal.
shots
on our goal, but Dan awareness and intensity
UCF played a solid game all
for the Knights minutes
throughout the match, keepmade
some
key stops."
UCF
nead
soccer
around,
and
before the end of the first half.
In the second half, it was all .
-·
Tassone ran to the middle in coach Jim Rudy pointed out
performance
of ·ucF. Mark Lamb, who is sefront of the goal when he the
SEE SOCCER, PAGE 15
discovered the open space and goalkeeper Dan Cordia. ''Cor- cond on the team for most

Hapless Knights fall to SFA Lumberjacks
by Lisa Codianne
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

It wasn't much of a
homecoming for UCF 's
11,263 fans as they watched
UCF get hammered 59-24 by
Stephen F. Austin.
In their fifth consecutive
loss, UCF managed only 269
offensive yards, while
Stephen F. Austin had an incredible 7 71 yards-364
. rushing and 407 passing.
UCF also had some trouble
keeping the ball. They only
m_anaged to keep possesion
22:20 while Stephen F.
Austin had almost three
times as much with 66:24.
Among other problems,
UCF was again playing
without starting quarterback
Tony Lanham and starting
fullback Elgin Davis, both
have been out with knee injuries.
UCF· quarterback Darin
Slack completed only 11 of 33
passes for 160 yards, while

the Lumberjack's quarterback, Todd Whitton, completed 24 of 44 passes for 407
yards.
"It was the first game
where we couldn't move the
ball,'' UCF coach Gene
McDowell said.
Leading by only three
points (17-14) at halftime,
Stephen F. Austin racked up
·42 points in the second half.
The Lumberjacks scored
four time~ in the third
quarter, all on passes from
Whitton.
UCF tried scoring in the
third quarter, but with the
number of ·sacks and incomplete passes, they were
held to a field goal by Ed
· O'Brien.
In the fourth quarter the
Lumberjacks scored twice
more, first on a seven yard
pass then on a one-yard
quarterback keeper.
In their fourth possession ·
of the quarter UCF managed
Tim Barto/Central Florida Future
to score one more time after
marching the 68 yards in 12 . Kevin Helms finds himself in trouble in the UCF backfield. The Lumberjacks' defense
plays.
thwarted the Knights efforts all evening. ·

Pigskin
Picks

'.

The sports editor strikes again.
After another great week, thanks
to the Lions and Lumberjacks, ·
Morgan Phillips has climbed to
the top spot. This week's
amateur is Kelly Ruff, Advertising
Manager.
Overall records are:
Morgan Phillips 42-20-1
Mike RhOdes 42-20-1
Don Wittekind 41-21:..l

MR
UCF vs. Louisville
Fla. vs. Auburn
FSU vs. Miami
Iowa vs. Ohio St.

DW

Louisville, 39-20 Louisville, 38-14
Fla., 28-21
Fla., 20-18
Miami, 27-24
FSU, 24-21
Iowa, 35-10
Iowa, 14-3

MP

KR

UCF, 31-30
Fla., 27-21
FSU, 30-20
Iowa, ~1-17

Louisville, 14-12
Fla., 24-17
Miami, 16-1 O
Ohio St., 25-14

Giants, 27-24
Dolphins, 28-27
Cowboys, J0 .. 16
Raiders, 27-17

Giants, 30-7
Dolphins, 30-20
Cowboys, 34-17
Seahawks, 57-18

NFL
Sues vs. Giants
Dolphins vs. Pats
·Cowboys vs. Cardinals
Raiders vs. Seahawks

Giants, 34-28
Giants, 21-14
Dolphins, 26-20 Dolphins, 35-31
Cowboys, 21-3 Cowboys, 28-14
Raiders, 21-20 · Raiders, 21-17

-
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64 A.D. EMPEROR NERO COMES UP WITH A BRIGHT IDEA

FOR ENDING URBAN BLIGHT

out your best Serve
Bud Light at your next
toga party Or asf for it
at your favonte
beeraton·um.

Neros fiddling around with
bn.ght ideas wouldn't
have been necessary
if Bud Light had
been served at all
those toga·partJes.
Its the less-filling
light beer with the
first name in taste.
So, fnends and
countrymen, bring

EVERYTHING
ELSE IS JUST
ALIGHT. .
c Anheuser-Busch. Inc. St Louis. Mo
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SHARE THE WORKLOAD!

.

"It's tough trying to put a
new team together.''
Carter notes that the botCENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
tom line is that "It just takes
What should the average time."
For any team in the initial
UCF basketball fan expect to
see from the men's basketball stages of development, team
squad this year? According to chemistry is the hardest thing
both Coach Phil Carter and . to develop. The Knights are
several players, this year's no exception, as they must
team will have a fast pace of- adhere to their own abilities
fense coupled with defensive in order to be successful.
Offensively, Carter notes,
pressure, for an overall ex"We're pretty committed to a
citing team.
However, the Knights are faster pace style of play."
not quite ready for the NCAA Defensively, "We're working
various
pressure
championship this season. on
Coach Carter, in his first year defenses." Defensively, the
as Knights head coach, has in- Knights will play both zone
herited a team with only three ·· and man defenses, with
returning players. He said, Carter leaning towards more
by Chris Richcreek

~

'r·,•fJP'
.") ~ .
,jo, 1Yo5,

ucro~r

zone defense at this point.
As for the team itself, the
players have various views on
the approaching roundball
season. Tom Cubit, a junior
guard who is one of three
returning players this year,
says of the upcoming season,
"It's going to be a lot different. We'll have a faster
tempo. It's going to be fun."
Chris Wallen is another of
the returning players. He
adds, "It will be a lot more
fun for the fans to watch, as
we'll be running and pressing
a lot this year. We won't be
walking it up like last year.

SEE KNIGHTS,

PA~E

by Terry Stinson
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

COMPUTER STORE
University of Central Florida
· PC Software and Supplies
IBM PC Sales and Service
Computer Center II, RM 101
281·5603

With practice underway for the 1985 UCF
Women's Basketball Team, head coach Nancy Little is looking to get her squad healthy
for their upcoming season. The team is a little
bit on the sore side, but should be ready to
play their first match.
The Lady Knights lost seven players from
last year's squad and Coach Little is looking
for a few good athletes to fill up some of these
spots. In addition to the loss of last year's
players, the Lady Knights also have a couple
of players practicing with minor injuries.
Coach Little said that this is the time of the
season when minor injuries appear because
the players are getting themselves back into
shape.
The Lady Knights are led by returning
starters Susan Patz and Kristy Burns, who

both averaged over 16 points a game last
season. Also returning from last year are
Christine Strahl, Terri Jo Wendt, and
Kathlynn Eshoo.
Along with the returning players are
newcomer Julir Cardinale, who Coach Little
describes as a "super" point guard. Junior
Valerie Parks and walk-on Evelyn Smith are
also new to the team and are expected to
splce up the Lady Knights' play this season.
The Lady Knights' first game will be a
tough test against the Auburn Tigers, at
Auburn, on Nov. 25. The Tigers are ranked
·eighth in the nation and should prove to be a
difficult task for UCF this early in .the
season.
Coack Little urges anybody interested in
trying out for the team to contact her as soon
as possible. She is also looking for a team
assistant and team statistician for her squad.
Anyone interested in these positions should
contact Coach Little in her gym office.
I

ENTERPRISE 1701
THE SOUTH'S LARGEST SOURCE FOR COMICS.
FANTASY & WAR GAMING. SCIENCE FICTION. & BLOOM CO .

2814 Corrine

Driv~

• 1 Mi. E. of Base• 896-1701

____________________ T. ___________________ _

GOOD ANY DAY OF THE WEEK 1BEER BUCKET BONANZA
BUY ANY FUDDRUCKERS
ENTREE AND GET ANOTHER
ONE ·OF EQUAL VALUE

------FREE-----Offer Expires Nov. 17, 1985
good only at
- 160 E. Altamonte Dr.
Altamonte Springs

14

Little ·prepares ·Lady Knights

To those students, faculty and
staff members who would like
to have a little more free time you now have the opportunity ·
to share your workload with
an IBM Personal Computer.
PC's are workaholics and they
love what they do. Check
them out! See how easy it is to
acqmre one.

Store Hours: Monday · Friday
9:00 am. Noon and 1:00 pm· 3:00 pm

ure,

Knights will be fast paced

Take time out.
Don't take it out on your kid.

\\Ill\ 1\1 lllllf

~u

ALL BUCKETS $5.00
TUESDAY & THURSDAY:
Spm - 11 pm
(6 Longncck Beers per bucket)

Budweiser & Bud Light
PREMIUM BUCKETS: $7.00
HEINEKEN

Offer Expires Nov. 17, 1985
good only at
160 E. Altamonte Dr.
Al_tamonte Springs

~-------------------i--------------------1

Quality New - Used Ladies Apparel
Affordable Prices
15% off with Student I.D. or AD
Not valid with any other offer

834-2208
Hours: Mon. - Sat. lOam - 6pm

12, The O!t11tral FIQ!ida Future, .pct9bft~. ~p..19as

~~· -~;~ Advanced

ST. JOSEPH'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH

~fj

. LEARN

Sat. Vigil Mass 6:00 PM

Masters Chojr Rehersal
Wednesday 7:30
1501 S.ou.fh Alafaya Trail
275-0841
WELCOME

KUNG-FU TEMPLE of the U.S.A
5th ANNIVERSARY
WAH LUM KUNG FU
SPECIAL: KUNG FU MASTERS FROM HONG KONG

MASTER
MOK
POION

MASTER ·
LEE KOON
HUNG

SHAOtlN
WING CHUN

CHOY LET' FUT
STYLE
FROM KENTUCKY

EAST

MONKEY STYLE

Little or no experience or training in
shooting a hand gun or rifle
0
A male between 18 and 24 years
old
0
20/20 or corrected 20[20 vision
0 Healthy and having no physical
handicaps that make it difficult
to stand for periods of up to 30
minut-es while holding a standard
Army rifle
{,; Flexible schedule that allows for
- or le t1our lessons every day for
. a week and a weekend of travel to
Fort Benning, GA
.
• Transportation to and from the
Navel Training Equipment Center
in Orlando
e

1985
WAH LUM

DR. JOHN
NG

ro·SHOOT

College students if·you would like to learn to
shoot a rifle; contact Mr. Jeffery Cuddeback at
(305) 894-6061 or write to him at Advanced
Technology, 101'0 Executive Center Drive,
Suite ·200, Orlando, FL, . 3280~. Minimum requirements for participation in training in·
elude:

Sun. Masses
8:.0 0, 10:3Q and 12 noon

VALENCIA
COMMUNITY
COLLEGE.

»:!chna/a!fY

~

..

TAI CHI CHUAN
MASTERS CHAMPION

CAMP\IS

~UtUQrn<;

WAI LUM
HUANG

an tnc1m'.)IBI~ ~•splay

c
ADULT CHILD
Adv. Ticket $7.50 $5.00
Door $8.50 $6.00

275
• 6177

FROM MIAMI !
NOVEMBER 3rd. 1985
SUNDAY 3:00 pm

-

--

-

n1A

u

WM KlJ~V" FU

All reasonable expenses incurred during the
training will be paid for to include hourly ·
wage, transportation, room, and board.

MASTER ntUl 1
;.:.'fU
· p CHAN 851 N. Goldenrod Rd.
•

Orlando, FL 32607

ALSO: Special Kung-Fu Seminar by
Hong Kong Masters • $40 SUN.o~roeE~
21 ·
3.00·8 .00pm

..

."**** A FILM OF
ASTONISHING POWER!"
-

ROGER EBERT, Chicago i,m-Times

PIZZERIA RISTORANTE

All YOU CAN EAT!
• LUNCH 11·2 $2.95
• DINNER 5·9 $3.95

•

- - FEAiURl NG -

SOUP, SPAGHETTI, UNGUIN I WITH GARLIC B
BAKED ZITI, PIZZA, HO ME MADE BREAD ST I
AND A 30 ITEM SALAD· BAR

1~

•

282-4242
• 3 Varieties of Pizza ··
. (Round, Sicilian, & De,p Dish)
• Fresh Dough Made Daily
• Dinners * Subs * Salad Bar * Beer & Wine
• Open 7 Days A week For Lunch and Dinner

----- CAsr\ :\Ii.:\
~------,-------------------.
CAsrt ML\
·Starts· Friday

Exclusive Art.a_Jngagement
0

PllTT

EAfRES

UNIVERSITY 8
4080 Goldenrod Rd.
~

....__________6_5_7--16_6_1______________...

$2.00 OFF
ANY LARGE QR EXTR4
LARGE PIZZA
EXP. 11 /13/85

·BUY ONE
MEATBALL SUB • .
GET ONE FREE
I

EXP. 11 /13/85

L----~--------------~----------~--------~

•
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The

Northern Telecom
... A Rational Career Choice
The.merger of computer technology and telecommunications has made
our industry THE growth field for the BO's and beyond. As a dynamic
company that deals in communications technology, we can offer a
wealth .of ch~llenges to graduates in Engineering, Computer Science,
Marketing, F1~ance/Accounting, Business Systems and Human
Resources. Wit~ facili~ies in 14 major U.S. cities, we can probably
match your desires with an area that offers the climate and amenities
·
you want.

•

•

Since we believe in promotion based on achievement, you can set your
own pace f~r advancement. We offer industry-competitive
~ompensat1on and our benefit program ranks among the best in the
industry. Talk t_o our recruiter during his or her next visit to your
campus. We ~111 be h?PPY to answer all of your questions about
locations, project assignments, and our projected growth.
See your placement office to schedule an interview with our division
representative·from Digital Switching Systems on campus
·
·
November 7.
For more information, send a resume or a letter to:
Northern Telecom Inc.
Manager, College Relations
Northern Telecom Plaza
200 Athens Way
Nashville, TN 37228-1803
An equal opportunity employer m/f/h

~'%rbflf10r!daYdttiT~!+ob~~&. 1 ~.1f '

PKA I IFC champions
. by Lisa Codianne

tough win over the Raiders
3-0, and another over the AllProf 27-7. All-Prof lost again,
, this time being shut out 12-0
PKA I defeated SX I 19-7 by the Manigs, and Figma Nu
to win the Intrafraternity were downed 20-6 by Ed. MaCoun.cil Championship last jors.
week.
In the Independent B DiviIn other Fraternity A Divi- sion there were two shut outs
sion play SAE I tied TKE I by the Marauders, the first
6-6 while KS had an easy time over the Dweebers II 27-0 and
with PDT 33-6. PDT had the second over Hogans 19-0.
another loss this time to ATO
The Manatees edged the
20-4, and LXA I shut out KS Cobras 12-8 while the Nads
19-0.
lost to the AF Falcons 12-20.
In the Women's Division
SX II and TKE II had a
Lil Sigmas remain the only hard time scoring in the
undefeated team, pulling out Fraternity B Division, tying
victories over LXA Lil Sis 0-0, as SAE II shut out DSP
18-12, and ADP 31-6.
. 7-0. And PKA II defeated
Also in the division ADP PKA Pledges 19-6.
defeated ZTA 20-12, PBP lost
Intramural Football will be
to DDD 13-21 and LXA Lil having playoffs for campus
Sis had a decisive win over champions from November
4-14. The winner will qualify
PBS 34-0.
The Romans remain the on- for· the National interly undefeated team in the In- collegiate flag football chamdepe~dant A Division. with a
pionships in New Orleans .
CENTRAL FLORIDA FLORIDA
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THE HAIR SHOP

.Precision Style Cut $8.00
...

We hire talent

..,-. ~

.-........ nutthctn
I
" tclccum

8:00 FREE DRINKS
9:00 50¢ DRINKS
10:00 $1.00 DRINKS

TUESDAY NIGHT
GENTLEMAN'S
NIGHT

WALK-INS WELCOME

282·1700

10509 E. Colonial Dr.
(Winn Dixie Center)
UNION PARK

MANUFACTURING PLANTS & RESEARCH FACILITIES: Ann Arbor,
Ml •Atlanta, GA• Concord, NH• Creedmoor, NC• Marlton, NJ •
Minneapolis, MN• Morton Grove, IL• Mountain View, CA•
Nashville, TN• Raleigh, NC• Dallas, TX• San Diego, CA• Santa
Clara,-CA •West Palm Beach, FL

MONDAY NIGHT
BEAT THE CLOCK

FULL SERVICE SALON

Op~ning

Second Location
For Your Convience . PLAZA HAIR STYLING

WEDNESDAY NIGHT
LADIES NIGHT
FREE ADMISSION. FOR LADIES
2 FOR 1 DRINKS
FREE FROZEN STRAWBERRY DAQUIRIES

THURSDAY NIGHT
SURPRISE NIGHT
SURPRISE PARTYI
CALL FOR
DETAILS

Daily 9·5 _&Thurs. til 8

FREE ADMISSION FOR MEN
BUY A BUCKET DRINK LIKE A MAN
U.C.F. STUDENT 1 /2 PRICE ENTRANCE
50¢ DRAFT BEER

9318 E. Colonial Or.
Tower S uare

FRIDAY &
SATURDAY NIGHT
COME ~AND

PARTY AT
ONE OF THE
HOTTEST SPOTS IN
ORLANDO

SUNDAY NIGHT
SUPER SUNDAY
PARTY

MON. - THURS. WITH l.D.
The First And Only European Video Disco Multiplex
In The State Of Florida

NO COVER
CHARGE

OFF THE WALL
4892 S. Orange Blossom Tr., Orlando •. FL 3280,9

r

. e,

Pikes ride
high in
intramurals

UNIVERSITY CAR WASH

~q_
'vo

0~

Pressure wash with soap, bubble brush & wax
6 bays avail. For cars, trucks, boats & motor homes
~

<(

'8
~

~

u
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by Lisa Codlanne

Now Only $8.95!

"-'G

Need Help Passing
The CLAST?.

~

Getting Ready For The CLAST
Reading, Writing, Mathematics

~

E. COLONIAL

CENTRAL FLORIDA FLORIDA

•

<t
TOCOCOA

Don't wait 'til the night before the exam! This book
includes instruction and sample test questions to
help you prepare . Ask for it today at your college
bookstore.

PKA I seems to be
domin.a ting the Intrafraternity council champion11470 E. COLONIAL DR.
ships, not only winning in flag
H & H Publishing Co., Inc.
football but volleyball as well.
(next to the Univ. Drive·· in)
The PKA I win came after
2165 Sunnydale, Suite N, Clearwater. Florida 33575 (813) 442-7760
they defeated SAE I 15-3.
In other Fraterity-A Division action, SAE I defeated
TKE I 15-11, 15-10, 15-12,
while ATO fell to Sig Ep
With One Of The Area's Most
16-14, 15-13, 11-5. SX beat · ,
Experienced Agencies
Sig Ep 15-10, 15-10, 15-5, as
TOWER PLACE
A TO lost again this time to
IFC champs PKA I 15-7,
10376 E. Colonial Dr.
.*
15-10, 15-4.
277-2949
FCA No-Minds were crushed by the Net Crashers 15-2,
Ginger Aldrich EYE EXAMS IY BOARD
(get a group and get a free trip)
15-3, 8-6, and the J avanans
CERTIFIED OPHTHALMOLOGIST
Reg~stered
beat the Romans 5-15, 15-11,
• UCF Faculty and Student
1-3, in the lndependant A
Optician
Discounts
Division.
1911 E. Colonial Dr. (opp. Morrison's)
FRIENDLY,
•
Lenses Duplicated
In the Women's Division
DDD had two big wins last
PERSONALIZED
• Prescriptions Filled
Orlando 898·2050
week, first beating the
. SERVICE
• Large Selection of Frames
no additional charge for our services
Seminoleans 15-9, 15-3, 15-8,
then ADP 15-0, 15-1, 14-16. '---~-_ __:__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __L1~==~====~==~~~~~~~~
Superfine defeated ZT A
3-15, 15-3, 13-15, as KD fell to·
the Lil Sigmas 11-15, 15-7,
9-15.
ZTA fell for the second time
to PBP 8-15, 13-15, 13-15
while DG had a big win over
Sig Ep Lil Sis 15-4, 15-2, 15-2.
In the Independent-B Division the Atlantis defeated
APO-PC 15-10, 15-13, 15-3,
the DSP fell to the Jets 15-6,
15-4, 16-14, while the SAS
crushed the APO 15-0, 15-2,
15-4.
Intramural Volleyball will
be having it's playoffs for
campus champions all this
week in the gym.

Now ·Is The Time To Plan

ALDRICH
OPTICAL

* Thanksgiving
*Ski Trips

Christmas
* Short Cruises

Rainbow Travel

McDonald's·at Union Park
All Dressed Up,
A "New" Place To Go!
'

McDonald's Has A New Look

KNIGHTS
FROM PAGE 11
We should be a lot better."
Kenny McGee is a redshirt
this year. He said, "I think
this year will be interesting.
We're going to fastbreak a
lot. Coach is preparing us to
stay in · the games. Then it
comes down to how bad we
want it."
The Knights will have to
have their intensity up in
their opening game against
George Mason on Nov. 23.
The G MU patriots are expected to challenge Navy for
the top spot in the Colonial
Athletic Association. The
Patriots finished with a 18-11
record last year. ·
Although they lost leading
scorer Carlos Yates (23.9
points per game last year), the
Patriots return forward Rob
Rose (14.8 ppg), and guards
Ricky Wilson (12.7 ppg) and
Brian Miller (10.1 ppg).
Junior college transfers Tracy
Batie, Ernest Glover, and
Darrin Moseley round out the
talented GWU squad.
At one forward spot, the
Knights - should be set with
returning senior Sam Alexander, who averaged 9.4
points and 6. 7 rebounds a
game last year. However,
note that it is too early to
know if any of the starting
positions have been locked up
yet.

For You, Our Special Guests

For You, McDonald's Has A New Taste

Our restaurant has been remodeled to make it
more attractive, spacious and comfortable. And
we've added a double drive-thru window for
your convenience and quicker service.

McDonald's® has a new lettuce and tomato
sandwich called the McD.LT.
The Hot and Cool of it add up to a whole new
taste! We keep the lettuce, the tomatoes and
all the trimmings cool on one side, and the 114
.lb.* _all-beef patty hot on the other side- until
you put them together. It's probably the best
tasting lettuce and tomato hamburger you've
ever had.

..

101

•

*weight before cooking

~--------------------------\
Free McD.L.T.™ with the
.
II

II

II

11
II

II
II
II
II

II

Ca<hvaluel'20oflcent

.

II

purchase of a McD.L:r. ~dwich
Present this coupon and
when you buy one McD.L.T.
sandwich, you'll get the
(1 second one free. Limit one
A
coupon per customer. per
\ /'
visit. Please_ present co~po?
j
when ordermg. Not vahd with
any other offer.
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PUT US TO THE TEST.I
•Pennanemce-apendays,

' I '

evenings, weekends.
•Complete TtST·N·TAPE·•
tacllHies.

• Skilled Instructors and
dedicated, full·time staff.
• Homestudy materials constantly
updated by Research Expelts.
• Low Hourly Cost.
• Transfer privileges to over
120 locations.

'I 'I

FLEX · NOB · NPB

NCB · NCLEJC ·RN
CGFNS·CPA
SPEED READING
ESL INTENSIVE REVIEW
INTRODUCTION TO
LAW SCHOOL

•

CLASSEJ,.,~ i~-fl C~L;::~

•

GMAT 11-4-85
LAST 11·7-85

IOIPIAN
EDUCATIONAL .

~SINCE

·
.
.
Dryden leads Knight scorers

TESTPREAWmOH
9311
lnNew'1tlr11State Stanleo(H Kap1anEducat1onalCenterltd

2238

WINTERWOODS
BLVD.

WINTER PK., FL

NEW BALDNESS RESEARCH
B_
EGINS
Many articles have appeared
t~is year through the major
media networks concerning
research conducted by doctors across the country on male
pattern baldness. We are such ..
a clinic conducting similar·treatments (medically supervised), in the
Orlando area. It you are over 18, in good physical condition and a
Florida resident, you could be a candidate tor treatments. Individuals
who qualify will have blood tests arid will be available tor weekly
treatments and check ups. See what Phil Donohue and P.M.
Magazine has to say about baldness research.

CALL 629·2230
For Appointment Time to.Determine Candidac

•

by Chris Richcreek
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

In a soccer.season that has had it's ups and
downs, senior forward Laura Dryden has
been a shining star. Dryden recently became
the Lady Knights' leading scorer as she surpassed Nancy Lay to become number one on
the scoring list.
Dryden has been consistently deadly to opponents this year. She has racked up nine
goals and seven assists this year for a total of
15 points on the year. Dryden's lifetime total
of 41 points places her six points ahead of
Nancy Lay.
Dryden's 13 lifetime assists is a new Lady
Knights record, surpassing the 12 tallied ~y
Kathy Mulqueeny between 1981-1983.
Dryden's 26 goals tied Nancy Lay for the alltime Lady Knight goal scorer honor.
Dryden, when informed of her record setting achievements, said, "I'm excited. It's a
big thrill.',
Dryden, a native of Lithonia, Georgia,
played her high school soccer at South West
DeKalb High School. Upon graduation, she
found that the only college that played soccer
near Georgia was North Carolina,· anQ. they
.had already finished their recruiting for the
season.
Dryden noted, "I guess I got started a litle
late." She was then informed that UCF had a

women's soccer program. Following an invitation to try out for the team, Dryden accepted a scholarship to UCF. ·
At UCF, not only has Dryden tallied up
points, but she has racked up three Sportsmanship awards. An all around performer,
she became. very valuable to the UCF attack
this year when Michelle Akers went down
with injuries earlier in the season.
Dryden completed her four year degree in
physical education last year. She is now
· working on 'her master's degree in Exercise
Physiology and Wellness.
LADY KNIGHTS NOTES: Bids ~ be
given out on Nov. 3 for the NCAA tournament. The Lady Knights have a chance for a
bid... if the Lady Knights do make it to the
NCAA playoffs, they will have the services of
Michelle Akers. Akers has recovered from injuries that effectively ended her regular
season participation.
Danielle Thomas is suffering from a seperation of the bones in her foot. It is an injury
that requires rest.
Kim Wyant was one of three Americans
that have been invited to play in an all-star
benefit game in December. The game will
feature an all-star team made up of some of
the better players in the world including
players from the French National team, and
the three Americans, among others. The allstar team will play a team made up of the
North Carolina (ranked second) and North
Carolina State (ranked 17th).

SOCCER .
FROM PAGE 9

.. .

ing their players marked and
_attacking the opposition's
defense.
In their tournament winning game, UCF managed to
keep ahead of UWV although
they played a relitively flat
first half . The Knights went
to the locker room with a 1-0
advantage over their opponent.
Coiling into the second half
the Knights pulled their game
back together and scored
three goals which eventually
lifted them to a 4-0 victory.
Tim Schmidt scored · twice
unassisted for UCF and
Goodman and Mo Moghaddam each added to the outcome.
Tonight, at Bishop Moore
High School, .UCF will take
on cross-town rival, Rollins
College at 7:00. The game promises to be an exciting
match-up. UCF fell to Rollins
last year 4-0, and the Knights
will be looking to avenge their
defeat. Rollins is ranked in
division III in first place in
the South and in the nation,
they are at number five .
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This Saturday, -NoVember· 2.
-the UCF KNIGHTS will be in Louisville, Kentucky.
The game time is 3:00 p.m. EST.
Listen to WKISS-7 40(]m for all of the action.

.
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BY

RICHARD TRUETT

ey Zack, what is a hippie?
"I can tell you exactly what
a hippie is. I was one. In fact,
I was asked that for a newspaper once
and UPI picked it up. I '11.tell you how
this came about. There was going to
be a store opening up in Hallandale.
They said it was going to be·a hippieestablished store. So, all of sudden, all
the city council people passed ordinances saying that 'there shall be
no hippie stores in Halllandale.'
"Now they said 'what is a hippie?'
They had no definition. Well I'm going to tell you what hipdom is. It's a
state of mind at the present time. If
you want to be hip you can be hip. If
you don't you could put on a straight
suit and you can be straight. So hipdom is just a state of mind at that
particular era. And that is what a hippie is."
Some people say age is a state of

H

e~tertainment and feature supplement of *'""he Central Florida Future

mind. Fred Anthony Zackrie is one of
those people. He.'s 54, has nine -rings
on his 10 fingers and .wears a Motley
Crue T-shirt and faded blue jeans to
work sometimes. His head is as
smooth as a bowling ball and he loves
the heavy metal music of such bands
as Twisted Sister, Ratt and Iron
Maiden.
He is better known as "Zack" to
the legion of loyal customers who
come to his business on Edgewater
Drive in Orlando. He owns Zack's
Rock 'n' Roll Department Store. And
in it, you can find a massive collection
of rock paraphernalia. Everything
from hard to find posters of obscure
bands and singers to those
outrageous stage costumes that are
commonly seen. dancing across your
MTV screen. The one group of items
that outsells every other group of
items are the T-shirts and posters
that have the logos of heavy metal
groups.

He is not just in it for the money, it
is a way of life. Zack is the quintessential hippie.
For many, the word hippie brings
back memories of the long haired
flower children of the '60s, drugs, war
protests and peace signs. But there
was more than that. There was the
music and the lifestyle. Well, Zack
doesn't have long hair anymore. In
fact, he doesn't have any hair, but
that has not slowed him down any.
He remembers the '60s and what it
was like to grow up with rock 'n' roll.
"Back in those days, I was always
straight, never out of my head, never
into drugs or chemicals. My thing
was just creative, and helping and finding a new way of life,'' Zack said.
He knows all about the period from
about 1966-1970 refered to as the
psychedelic era.
"Psychedelic is actually two words
broken down. Psyche means soul
searching and delic is a body of

something always in search of. It
means searching for yourself-soul
searching," Zack said while leaning
back in a tattered red chair in front of
a TV.
"Back in our days when you said
hippie, it was that association with
dressing different. Why are people
dressing different? Why do they want
to be different? Well, it has been going on since tii:ne began. But the thing
is, as soon as you do it, and you
change outside of the realm of the
established situation, people think
you are weird, different, funny, crazy,
gay, you name it."
Zack has done some crazy, weird,
different and funny things in his life.
At one time, he sold advertising space
on his head. Remember, his he~d is as
smooth as a bowling ball. He used to
have small plastic letter and artwork
attached to his head. He even had a
small billboard affixed to the top of
SEE ZACK, PAGE 2
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Albums
The 13th .. Floor ~levators
International Artists -··
'

..

.:,.·

_.

Judging by the back cover
of the album, one can conclude. two things: that the
13th Floor Elevators are
psychedelic and that this collection of songs will prove to
be an insight on the ''quest
for pure sanity. "
The 13th Floor Elevators
are neither diabolical or
psychedelic as the title or
album suggests.
Here are some interpretations of a trip to floor number
13. First off, the lead singer
sounds just like Eric Burdon.
Remember Eric? He was the
lead singer of The Animals.
The first side includes
"You're Gonna Miss Me"
with a James Bond theme
type bass line. ''Roller
Coaster" has a typical '60s
swimming guitar lead with a
tropical bird for back-up. The
T-bird disappears on

"Splash," which is the best
cut on the LP coming closest
to · what the 13th Floor
Elevators claim they are all
about.
Then Mr. Bird appears
again drowning out a female
back-up beside the lead.
"Reverberation" builds up
but never lets go with any
jamming at all. The last cut,
"Don't Fall Down," is constantly repeating the line,
"don't fall down" while the
lead inserts lines with a
Frankie Valli-style nasal tone.
This time the bird is going in-

to a frenzy.
Side two is much of the
same with an echoing Beach
B.oys guitar. However, the
bird does a number of interesting things. He coos,
screeches and pretends to be a
monkey on a cut called
"Monkey Island." In between
bird calls there is a little harmonica and bongo action but
not enough to drown out the
predictable instrumentals.
The band tries to make up for
this in human ambulance
noises as on 'Fire Engine"
and bird calls. The meaning
and thoughtful words of the
tunes are buried under all of
this bird plop.
So if you want to take a
psychedelic trip to see, smell,
and hear the music, use the
stairs. The 13th Floor
Elevators just doesn't cut it
musically.
BY PAT VERNON

.Calendar
October
FIFTH ANNUAL BAND KNIGHT
.The UCF Department of Music presents its
Fifth Annual Band Knight. The concert
which will be held in the UCF gymnasiu~
Saturday, Nov. 2 at 8:00 p.m., will feature the
UCF Marching .Band, Wind Ensemble and
Jazz Lab. Tickets are available through any
band student or may be purchased at the
door.
WATER POLO CHAMPIONSHIPS
The U.S. Water Polo Championships will
be held at the Justus Aquatic Center Oct. 25,
26 and 27. Fourteen of the nation's finest
water polo teams will be competing for the
national title. Games are played hourly each
day with finals set for 3:20 and 4:30 p.m. Oct.
27. Admission is $2 Oct. 25, $3 for Oct. 26
and $4 for all day Sunday.
SINGERS SOUGHT
Beginning Oct. 22, the UCF Chorus will be
looking for singers of every size and vocal
type. Previous experience ·not necessary. Call
Prof. Thayer at X-2874 for more information.
MUSICAL
Godspell will open on Oct. 29 at the Celebrity Dinner Theatre in downtown Orlando.
This presentation of the Broadway musical
based on the Gospel according to St. Matthew, will be directed by Michael LaFleur.
The show is scheduled to run until Dec. 15.
For reservations call 843-1751.
·
GET TOGETHER
The Community Foundation of Brevard in
conjunction with the Brevard County Fair ·
Association will present the Brevard GetTogether. This first-time event will be fun for
the whole family. An open-to-the-public
cocktail bash will kick off the fair at 5:30. Attendees wil be allowed to enjoy the fair at no
extra cost. Tickets are $10 and children accompanied by an adult will be admitted free.
LET'S GO PARKING
Fiesta In The Park will take place at Lake
Eola Park on Nov. 2 from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
The Fiesta is one of the largest outdoor arts
~ and ~rafts shows in Florida. A sampling of

this year's works include Raku, watercolors,
stoneware, pen and ink drawings, wooden
toys, hand-spun wool, I taglio, crocheted and
knitted Christmas ornaments and stained
glass. Artists and craftspersons will display
and sell their handmade works in more than
500 booths set up around mile-long Lake
Eola.

FROM PAGE 1
his head. Zack used to browse around malls and people
wo1,1ld approa~h hl.m and ask for autographs or take snap
.shots., By tpe ~ay, advertising space on his head was sold .
· o± a first come, first served basis and the going price was
' $70.
.·
.
Zack has owned coffeehouses, leather shops, jewelry
. stores; he served in the Navy, and has hos'ted a TV show and
worked with many performers including Sly Stone and
.guitar wizard Ted Nugent. In fact, Zack designed many of
Nugent 's guitar· straps and much of his leather stage
costume.
1
·
One coffeehouse that Zack worked at South Florida in the
early '60s. - booked such bands as The Lovin' Spoonful,
Spanky and Our Gang and a young comedian named George
Carlin.
·
"In those days, Carlin used to work for free just to try his
material out on the cr'owd. I remember I used to drive him
home every night. Soon he got hot and we had to start paying him,'' Zack said.
Born in Detroit, Zack moved to· Florida at an early age
and has been in Florida ever since. At one time he made
American Indian jewelry. That accounts for the rings on his
fingers.
"I used to make spoon rings. One day I went out to sell
them and I stuck one on every finger except my right thumb
because I couldn't drive or open ketchup bottles. I'm going
down the street selling them and I'm pounding on the steering wheel I couldn't wait to take them off. It just drove me
crazy. When I started making American Indian jewelry, I
got attached to each individual ring. I found out you just
can't take your fingers and throw a bunch of rings on them.
Each ring is a story in itself.
"This ring," Zack says pointing to his left index finger, "I
made for my mother. But she died."
Zack's wedding band is on his thumb because he doesn't
like to wear rings on the traditional finger.
An upcoming project Zack has been workin.g on is a rock
'n' roll ".'ariety show that will feature up and coming local
and national bands. Although the details have yet to be
ironed out, the show will tentatively be titled Zack's Rock
'n' Roll Search City.
The TV show is coming together at a fast pace and Zack
hopes to have it on the air by the first of the year. It will
definitely keep him busy, but age is also a state of mind.
"On March 8, I'll be 55. People don't want to believe me
about how old I am. I don't want to believe how old I am.
But there comes a time when the body slows down and the
mind has to slow down with it. I imagine one of these days
I'll have to slow down, but right now I am on to bigger and
better things. ' '
·
1

CONFETTI CONCERT UPDATE
Here's a list of upcoming concerts in and
around the Central Florida area: John Parr,
Nov. 2 at Brevard County; Stevie Ray
Vaughn, Nov. 3 at the Bob Carr Auditorium;
Reggae Festival with Coulture Roots, The
Groovers& Imani Nov. 3 at Jannus Landing,
St. Pete; AC/ DC with Yngwie Malmsteen,
Nov. 5 at the Lakeland Civic Center; Tina
Turner, Nov. 7 at Leon County Civic Center;
John Wait & Cheap Trick Nov. 8 USF Sundome.
ALZHEIMER'S DISEASE LECTURE
Learn more about Alzheimer's Disease by
going to a breakfast at .t he downtown Harley
Hotel on Oct. 31at8:30 a.m. Donation is $10.
For reservations call Trisha at 843-3230.
Everyone is invited.
HAUNTED HOUSE
Altamonte Recreation and K92 FM proudly present the second Annual Haunted
House. Tbe ultimate scare will be on State
Road 436 'West across from Handy City at
7-11 p.m..Oct. 27-0ct. 31
WHAT'S NEW AT.THE ZOO
The Central Florida Zoo located in Sanford
will be charging half price for admission
every Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday ·
Nov. 1-22. The admission charge will be $1.50
for all ages. Call Public Relations Director
Susan Hamburg at 323-4450 for more information.
CAMERA WORKSHOP
Learn the basics of pliotography in one day
at Crealde's photography workshop on Saturday, November 23, from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m..
Study with either Peter Schreyer or Dennis
Stickley; learn to use a 35 mm camera including film exposure, depth of field, lenses
and basic composition. The fee is $40.00 and
more info can be had by dialing 671-1886 on
the nearest phone.
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BY "JAYNE FRYE

cast of thousands. Guitar heroes are ·
:·PERS 0 NA L C:OMPUJE.R. · . ~omething
to be despised. These wankers ex· :.
.tiM x..:. ·~: OMPATIBLE.
pect you to all but get
on your knees "
A

do~

, · · The MOST COMPATIBLE one
on the market

e 256 Kb
• -' Floppy anves
• • ti no <... tlr o me monitor
• Word proces!> ~;,; ·
• ) l :WS.00

(>57-0988
LAKE HOWELL PLAZA
5411 L. Howell Rd.

Winter Pk. FL 32972

'-

rr

FLOPPY
DISKS
BOX OF 10

•L' '

I

'l')W• ~ fl

r,r

J' 1C l•o)\Vell

SSDD $9.95
DSDD Sl.0.95

Branch Rd.)

and worship them ·for a pointless mastery of .
what is basically an electrified piece of wood .
with bits of metal attached.
Jeff Beck is even worse than your usual
guitar hero. Not only does he want you to
know that he thinks he's pretty hot, he'~ old
enough to be saddled with some ·of the
responsibility for starting this "axe god"
nonsense in the first place.
All that aside, his video for "Ambitious" is
quite amusing.
The clip is set on a soundstage where auditions for a singer are being held. Big deal,
right?
The guy assigning numbers to the hopefuls
barks "Name!"
"Donny Osmond," the applicant answers,
a common occurrence.
"What have you done lately?"
"Well, I used to sing with my brothers. I
sang with this chick named Marie once."
Yes, Donny Osmond is in this video.
What's more, he actually sings.

Besides Donny Osmond, we also get Parker
Stevenson (the Hardy Boy who wasn't Shaun
Cassidy), Herve What's-His-Name (Tattoo
from Fantasy Island), Cheech Marin, Dave
Alvin (of The Blasters), Herb Alpert, a
Madonna Wannabee and Dr. Joyce Brothers,·
w}Jo tells us that "Ambition is the internal
drive that makes a person succeed no matter
what the odds."
Among other hopefuls of all shapes and
sizes (some with cleavage cleaving) is an
opese gentleman who repeats the "Nice, nice
sandwich," line from Phil Collins' "Billy
Don't Lose My Number" video.
In fact, we see the director from the beginning of Collins' "Billy ... "clip near the end of
''Ambitious,'' leading me to believe that both
these witty clips were directed by the same
people.

Gentle 'Dental
CLEANING AND CHECKUP

$30

FOR UCF STUDENTS AND STAFF
SCOTT EBNER D.D.S.
4063 N. GOLDENROD RD.
(opposite KM art)

677·8888

The doctors ofSIGMA ALPHA EPSILON are back
in surgery, so be sure not to miss your appointment on November 2, 1985 at 8:30 PM in·the
SCA building during:

THE 4TH ANNUAL

"LET'S PLAY DOCTOR
PARTY"
Dress as
your favorite:
Doctor
• Nurse
• Patient
Hospital
helf)er

Diseose

.J
I

Admission is Sl.00 and one canned goocflo. benifit
The Central Florida Food Bank. Beer ( 1l> oz. michelob)
will be. sold at 50¢. Proper l.D. required.

WARNING:
The Surgeon General has determined that this party eculd be
hazardous 'to your health If your. physical ls missed.

..
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U~lverslty of Central Rorlda's

·
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?~~•19es•~l SOUTH ORLANDO CAMPUS (SOC)
I

.REGISTER NOW BY.PHONE 855-0881
·SOC IS CLOSER THAN YOU THINKI
Time wise - SOC is closer
to students in ye~.low
area than the main
. campus isl consider traffic, 1-4, E/W . Expres~way,
distonc~ ...
·e.g. save 10 minutes from
Altamonte Springs -

TOSAlfOID

GOLDENROD

SOUTH ORLANDO CAMPUS
CU-RRY FORD RD.

-

7300 Lake Ellenor Drive
·Ph. 855-0881
In Orlando Central Park '
On South U.S. 441
Dr. R.C. HARDEN, DIRECTOR

50C o..rea.

+H ( ro 11SS111110: )
St CLOUD

CHOOSE LOWER DIVISION OR UPPER DIVISION GENERAL EDUCATION
COURSES BASED UPON YOUR CATALOG AND WITH YOUR ADVISOR'S HELP
REQUIRED FOi IUSINESS MA.JOIS

ACG 2011
CAP 3Q01
ECO 2023
ECO 3411
FIN 3403
MAN 3025
MAN 3504

(

BASIC COURSES FOR EVERYONE

UPPER DIVISION COURSES

MAC
MAC
3001
3110
MAC
3411
MAN
3210
MAN
3403
PSY
3370
SOP
3081 SPC
3003
STA
SYG 3010

AMR 2020

ADV 4103

ECO 2023 '
ENC 1102
HUM 2230
MAN 1104
MUL 2011
SPC 1014

CAP
COM
ECO
ENC
FIN
GEO
RSC
JOU

3233
3311
3312
3025
3504
3624
3004
4330
3023

•

EDUCATION and GRADUATE ENGINEERING classes also available at SOC. PLEASE CALL

REGISTER·NOW BY PHONE . 855-0881
.... -. . .. -
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University" Central Rorlda's

SOUTH ORLANDO
CAMPUS
(SOC)
offers
CLASSES for FRESHMAN thru GRADUATE studentS

REGISTER NOW BY PHONE 855·0881
REG
KEY
3125
1164
1689
1242
1167
3224
3238
1615
1633
1634
3341
5199
6193
1722
1171
1767
1786
1803
1792
1811
3268
3280
1370
1974
1992
1216
1217
1229
2135
21CJ
p
L

A

N
y
0

u
R
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s·
c
H
E
D

"

·u
L
E

PFX · NO .
ACG 2011
ADV 4103
AMH 2020
CAP 3001
COM 3110
ECO 2023
ECO 3411
ENC 1102
ENC 3210
ENC 3210
FH~ 3403
GEO 3370
HSC 3081 .
HUM 2230
JOU 3003
MAC 1104
MAC 3233
MAC 3311
MAC 3311
MAC 3312
MAN' 3025
MAN 3504
MUL 2011
PSY 3624
SOP 3004
SPC 1014
SPC 1014
SPC 4330
STA 3023
SYG 3010

PM

Principles of Accounting I I
T
Radio-Television Advertising
w
US Histoiy: 1877 , Present
R
Computer Fundamentals for Business
M-W
Business & Professional Communication
w
Principles of Economics I I
1'1
Quantitative Methods & Business Analysis w
Composition II
w
Business Report Writing
M
Business Report Writing
R
Bus ine·s s Finance
T
Resources Geography
R
.Medical Self Assessment
TV 'i'APE
· Western Humanities II
R
History of American Journalism
T
College Algebra.
T-R
Concepts of Calculus
T-R
Calculus w/Analytic Geometry I
T-R
Calculus w/Analytic Geometry I
TV TAPE
T-R
Calculus w/Analytic Geometry I I
Management of Organizations
M
Production/Operations Management
R
Enjoyment _of Music
TV TAPE
Parapsychology
11
Social Psychology
T
Fundamentals of Oral Communication
T
Fundamentals of Oral Communication
w
Nonverbal Communication
w
Stat±stical Methods I
11-W
Social Problems
M

MONDAY

PM

TUESDAY

PM

WEDNESDAY

PLAN CAIEfULLJ
PAVED 8l LIGHTED PARKING

1EX1800K SALES .

7 - 10
5 :'30- 7
7 . - 10
7 - 10
7 - 10
7
10

PN
PM
Ph
PM
PM
PM
7 - 10 ·PM
·7
io PM
7 - 10 PM
6
9 PM
A S C
7
lO ·PN
6 - 9 PM
- 5:30-7 PM
5:3U-7 PM
4 - 6

Pt"I

A S C

PM
7 - 10 PM
7 - 10 PM
AS C
6 - 9 PM
b - 9
PM
6 - .9 PM
7-- 10 PM
b - 9 PM
5:30-7 PM
6 - 9 PM
. 4 -.6

PM , THURSDAY
* AT STUDENT CONVENIENCE

,

If ISPOllaE TO TAKE •TO AN
18-llOUI LOAD OF &•lllD CLASSES AT 1111
IOUIH.Oii.ANDO CAMPUS

7 - 10 Ph

6 - 9 .PM

I

HSC 3081, MAC 3311- & MUL 2011 on TV TAPE*
Arrange· viewing date and time Library Asst.
t 4:00-6:00 MAC 3312
t 4:00-6:00 MAC 3311
t 5: 30-7: 00 CAP 3001 t 5:30-7:00 MAC 1104 t 5:30-7:00 CAP 3001
STA 3023 t 5:30-7:00 MAC 3233 t 5:30-7:00 STA 3023
t 5:30-7:00
6:00-9:00 ADV 4103
6:. 00-9: 00 PSY 3624 6:00-9:00 JOU 3003
6:00-9:'00 SPC 4330
SOP
3004
-SYG
3010
6:00-9:00
6:00-9:00
6:00-9:00 SPC 1014
7:00-9:50 COM 3110
I
7:00-9:50 ECO 2023 7:00-9:50 ACG 2011
.I
7:00-9:50 ECO 3411
7:00-9:50 ENC 3210 7:00=9:50 FIN 3403
7:00-9:50 ENC 1102
7:00-9:50 MAN 3025
..
7:00-9:50 SPC 1014
t 2 sessions per week

YOUR ATIENllON P' EASE!

TIME

DAY

COURSE TITLE

p

L .

A
N

I•

MAC 3312
t 4:00-6:00 MAC 3311
t 5:30-7:00 MAC -1104
t 5:30-7:00 MAC 3233
6:00-9:00 GEO .3370
t 4:00-6:00

7:00-9:50
7:00-9:50
7:00-9:50
7:00-9:50

AMH
ENC
HUM
MAN

2020
321-0
2230
3504
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SOUTH Oltl.ANDO CAMPUS
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Tit ANNUAL BAND KNIGHT
Where: The UCF Gymnasium
·
When: Saturday, Nov. 2 at 8:00 p.m.
Tickets: Available.through band students
. ,..,
or at the door
,
.
• • Cost: $3.00 donation . · ·"[':

A Student's Best Friend
~

A new herbal product called "Study Buddy'' might replace
caffeine pills and other undesirable stimulants used by col·
lege students. Many students are now using Study Buddy to
stay awake In class and for long periods of study. The product
is especially helpful when activity requires mental clarity, in·
creased attention spans, alertness, retention, concentration
and sustained levels of physical and mental e.nergy~ What
makes Study Buddy so _thrilling is Its ability to produce ex·
cellent results without unhealthy side effects, such as ups,
downs. jittery feelings, shaky after effects, depression or loss of
sleep.
·
_
The product is a blend of three imported Chinese herbs and
two American grown herbs. All of the ingredients have been
used safely for hundreds of years.
Study Buddy is available at most health food stores and on
college campuses. Students wistling to sell Study Buddy may
do so by calling Jerry at 644-0836 after 7pm.

This ad courtesy of The Central Florida Future

BIKEWISER

(~) CYCLES

• SALES, TRADE & SERVICE •
•NEW & USED•
LOCATED ON UCF CAMPUS·
NEXT TO BOOKSTORE

MR. RICK'S
CRAB HOUSE
Featuring Maryland

870 Semoran Blvd. (S.R. 436)
Just West of Redbug Rd . .
Casselberry, FL 32707

1

STEAJ~ ~RABS PHONE: 767-2575
AND SEAFOOD

CLAM BAR
TAKE OUT

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

NEW & DIFFERENT
OPEN DAILY
FREE BEER OR WINE FOR LUNCH
WITH EACH .ORDER 11-1:30 pm

MANAGEMENT
TRAINEES

.Some diets can
leave ·a QCrson
starved for ·_help.
S

Susan Koch
District Manager
Will b_e on campus: November 6
Interviews will · be held at the CoUege
Plac~ment Center between the hours. of

Above average starting salary. .

•

ome people barely eat enough to stay alive. Others can't
sit down to anything less than a feast.
· . Warning signs of an eating disorder include an obsession
~1th food •~ear o_f gai~g even the slightest weight• signif- ·
teant fluctuations m weight • forced vomiting • dependence
on diuretics or laxatives • depression
or panic episodes following eating
• weakness or periods of confusion
• excessive use of diet pills.
If you or someone you care for is
. ,experiencing any of these symptoms,
it s important to seek help. The kind of
help provided by Florida Hospital/Altamonte.
Our .Eating Disorders Program offers compre~ens1ve care on a short-term, inpatient basis,
with pleasant surroundings and a specially
trained staff committed to the patient's
well-being.
For additional information, ·write for our free
brochure on eating disorde·rs. Or call 897-1616.
. We'll help you strike a healthy balance. .·

Growing National corporation with a formal training program is seeking sharp,
agressive men and women to train for
management positions. If you are interested in a corporation that produced
multi-billion fashion dollars last year in the
exciting field of ladies, mens and
children's clothing and accessories contact:

9:0·0 a.m. ·to._5 :00 .p.m._

..

..
. .

.

.

~

. ..

· Excellent Bene~it~ Progra.ms including: : .

..

.

Bl.ue Cross/Blue Shield, Life lf1S!Jrance,
Employee Sciv ing, Pension Pich and
Vacation.

.•
Florida Hospital
~Altamonte

· Must be relocatoble.

KMART
APPAREL CDRPORATION

601 E. Altamonte A\'C., Altamomc Springs. Fl. :,2~01

There are no problem people.
Just people with problems .

an equal opportunity employer
•
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2001 flavors available... ,
" • /0 and still more to be concocted!
\\
/
We feature deliciously cri~p 1
\ I
handmade cones ·
Central Florida's Complete
V
Ice Cream Store!

Create your own flavor
Have an Ice Dream
Tonight
657-8700
The only 99 Percent 4084 N. Goldenrod - next to
Fat-Free Yogurt in University Cinema 8
Florida

---
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$3.75
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F~ All YOU CAN EAT F~
LUNCH BUFFET

M·F 11 :00 to 2:30

NIGHTLY HAPPY DINNER: $7.50
INCLUDES: Soup, 3 Appetizers, your
choice of Entree & Dessert
FOR TAKE-OUT AND
CATERING PLEASE CALL

WITH UCF l.D.

281·0330

Buy one & get

6440
E. COLONIAL DR.

2nd half price!

between
436 & Golde.nrod

DINNER ONLY

T3lking Heads video due
What's Doin' in Hollyw.ood: The Tony
Award-winning Children of a Lesser God will
soon be on the silver screen Philip Bosco has
been signed to co-star with William Hurt,
Marlee Matlin and Piper Laurie. , Randa
Haine will direct the Paramount Picture - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - bears the same name.
releases.
Ralph Macchio and Pat Morita Will star in MTV Sued Again: MTV is being hit with
the upcoming sequel Karate Kid II. This Col- another anit-trust suit. The Wodlinger
umbia release will be a continuation of the Broadcasting Co. filed Oct. 10 charging that
saga which will shed nPw light on the pro- the MTV Network, Warner Amex Cable
found forces that have shaped the teacher Communications Inc. and Warner Amex
Satellite Entertainment Co. are practicing
and his young student. Lilce wow.
Principal photography has just been com- unfair restraint of trade by denying completed on Iron Eagle, a ·new Tri-Star release petiors access t~ ''unique and otherwise
which will star Louis Gossett Jr. and Jason unavailble materials, namely the choicest
Gedrick. The flick will hit the theatres in music video clips of most major record companies." This is the second suit to be filed
January.
Paul Hardcastle Video Recalled: The video against the video channel. The Music Netfor "19," a tune about the Vietnam war, has work in L.A. filed with similar charges and
to be re-edited. Two networks, ABC and NBC their suit is still pending. According to a
pulled the news clips they originally con- MTV spokesperson, the Wodlinger Broadtributed to Paul Hardcastle's video. Both casting Co. hasn't got a leg to stand on.
networks felt their news footage should not
be shown. as entertainment. Clips fr-om UPI
Speaking of MTV, I must say that things
will be used instead.
are looking slightly better. I tuned in to see
Talking Heads to Stop !\laking Sense on Metal Mania which was hosted by Paul
home video Stop Making Sense will soon be Stanley last Thursday night. Motely Crue's
available on RCA I Columbia Homevideo in "Live Wire" video was a sight for sore MTV
November. There will be a special addition of abused eyes and so were several other surthree songs not in the original Talking Heads prises including W.A.S.P.'s new video clip,
flick. These tunes include: "Cities," "Big "Blind in Texas." Blackie blows into Texas
and is blinded by some nasty moonshine the
Business" and "I Zimbra."
Iron Maiden Bags Gold Award: The first bartender is serving. Then he gets to race his
gold video award to be given for a heavy pet armadillo complete with sawblade attachmetal homevideo program was presented to ed to its back. The race is a photo finish but
Iron Maiden. Peter Blachley, director of Blackie sneers in victory and I don't think
marketing for Picture Music Jnternational, anyone's going to disagree with him. I've also
presented the award to the band for their witnessed Ratt getting airplay with their
Sony Video 45 "Video Pieces" while the band video, "You're in Love." Good stuff with conwas doing a gig in L.A. The metal maniacs cert footage and lovers doing what they do
have just released a new video cassette to ac- best (falling in love that is) from all types of
company their Live After Death LP which classic flicks. -

Entertainment
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LITTLE CAESARS
COLLEGE.SPECIAL!
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Bring in this coupon and receive Sl.00 off
the regular price of any pizza and receive
the identical pizza

I
I
I
·I

FREE!
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ORLANDO
6821 W. Colonial Or_
(Hiawassee Woods Center)

ORLANDO
6096 E. Colonial Dr .
(Home Depot Center)

291~0931

282-0210

ORLANDO
2.,1 W. Oakridge Rd.
(Apache Plaza>

CASSELBERRY
1030 E _Semoran Blvd.
(Goodings Plaza>

EAST ORLANDO
73.C Goldenrod Rd.
<Pinar Plaza)

855-1973

339-5020

275-3806

LONGWOOD
172 Highway 17-92
(17 ·92&'3")

EDGEWOOD
.C7.Cl S. Orange Ave .

ORLANDO
Curry Ford & Crystal Lake
(Dover Center)

.896-0272

831:.3670

(Ft. Gatlin Shopping Cenfer)

859-0921

I
I

ALTAMONTE SPRINGS
917W. ~
(K ·mart / Wekiva Square)

862-5099

HOURS
Sunday through Thursday, 11 a.m. -12 Mid and Friday & Saturday, 11 a.m. -2 a.m.

I
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8, Confetti, October 30, 1985
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USES
WSN
_ _ _ THE BOOK!

Contemporary Fashions

Where the "LEFT COLUMN"
Is the "RIGHT DEAL!"

OFFICIAL USED CAR GUIDE
The Markel Report Of Used Car Values

20o/o OFF

YOUR
"BUY"
PRICE

ORLANDO FASHION SQUARE
3489 E. COLONIAL DR.,
ORLANDO, FL 32803
(305) 898-2851

'

. / ALL
FOR
THIS '

$1.00 down

.'81 DODGE D-50 plus

$98.95/
month
$121.19/
'85 DATSUN 210
WAGON
. . month
'82 PLYMOUTH
$103.37/
month
RELIANT
.' 84 MERCURY LYNX $124.24/
month
'82 FORD FUTURA ' $96.24/
mo.
month
$7950
'82 AUDI 40005
$3975 .
'82 FORD -FUTURA
30 mo. 16.46% APR

$1.00 down

With coupon and

AVERAGE
RETAIL

36 mo. 16.46% APR

current l.D.
Expires 11·20-85

-$1.00 down

36 mo. 16.46% APR

$1.00 down

36 mo. 16.46% APR

!Ill

A&CMOBIL
SERVICE STATION

Ii

$1.00 down

36

$5200
$3500

•
•
•
•
•
•

Mechanic on duty 6 days a week
Complete Auto Repairs
A.C. Charge: Sl 0.00
Antifreeze: $9.95 Installed
Guaranteed Brake Job: S69. 95
Belts, Hoses, Alternators &
Starters
• 2 Liter bottle of Pepsi: 98¢

WSN

16.46% APR

LEASING 8c
AUTO SALES

·:r{f~~~~~:~:r7i~~:~~t~~- ·Ii--------------------------=---

l--~~::::::~:_J WHIPLASH
CAN BE DAN'GEROUS!
CHRISTIAN STUDENT FELLOWSHIP
3676 ALAFA YA TR.
ORLANDO, FL 32826

••

.ATLANTA CITY

United way

REAR-END
COLLISION

ALL INSURANCE COMPANIES PAY
CHIROPRACTIC CLAIMS FOR WHIPLASH INJURIES

LONGWOOD CHIROPRACTIC OFFICE
500 E. HWY. 434 • LONGWOOD

l\~~~c;~~~~~~~~~E;~:~~~~~~·=~~~~TI
I

l

Thb certHlcote eofllle< "au• new pallonh" too
sp1na1 exam1na11on cusua1 tee for this serv1ce·

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ti ~

Thanks to you ...
it works ...
for ALL OF US

I

0

•

Nov. 17

A Ministry of UNIVERSITY CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Worshipping at 9191 University BLVD.

.....
.
...
.

JQ \,\l ,,J

MUSIC
''WORKOUT''
For further information
call Pam at 275-6472

•

•
•

HEAD-ON
COLLISION
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'"'434
436
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Office Hours
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3 3 1 · 5 0 .5 0
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Monday · Friday: Sam · 6pm

1·

I
I
I

DENNIS J. D'ERAMO D.C., P.A.

~

I

500 E. Hwy. 434, Longwood ·

IMPORTANT! offer e,xpires 11 /13/85

THE PATIENT AND ANY OTHER PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT AAS A R''iHT TO REFUSE TO PAY, CANCEL PAYMENT, OR TO BE
REIMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR
OTHER SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT WHICH IS PERFORMED AS A RESULT OF AND
WITHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE ADVERTISEMENT FOR THE FREE SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT.
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